
ANDHRA PRADESH PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION :: VIJAYAWADA 

 

CORRIGENDUM FOR CALLING CANDIDATES  FOR COMPUTER PROFICIENCY TEST SCHEDULED 

TO BE HELD ON 16-05-2018. 

 

Verification after publication of Computer Proficiency Test candidates called for CPT 

in the Ratio of 1:2, Dt:08-05-2018 revealed that few corrections are necessary. The 

corrections are as follows: 

 

i) The following 22 candidates are inadvertently published in the Computer Proficiency 

Test are not selected to attend the CPT test to be held on 16-05-2018. Therefore, 

these 22 candidates are excluded from the CPT test to be held on 16-05-2018. Since, 

some of these candidates (12) have already passed the Computer Proficiency Test 

and the rest of the candidates (10) are not selected due to their lower merit and in 

the order of post preferences exercised by them.  

 

180303733 

181100674 

180315193 

180707863 

181215154 

180100956 

180314505 

181209625 

180409443 

180608344 

181428432 

180722581 

181314334 

181402318 

180109853 

181408625 

181401105 

181300858 

181002434 

180319902 

180514551 

181310642 

 

 

 

ii) As a course, the following Fourteen (14) candidates included in the Computer 

Proficiency Test scheduled to be held on 16-05-2018 in addition to the Fourteen (14) 

candidates already placed in the Computer Proficiency Test notification Dt:16-05-

2018 as per their merit and order of post preference exercised by them for the rest 

of the Non-executive CPT post code vacancies .    

 

180705264 

181413604 

181419490 

180715904 

180305027 

181307189 

180403021 

180309448 

181101372 

180811294 

180707064 

181000621 

180106367 

181405921 

  

Accordingly, the time slot schedule candidates will be changed and placed in the 

website to facilitate the candidates to attend the Computer Proficiency Test 

scheduled to be held on 16-05-2018. 

 

iii) With regard to the candidates called for verification of the original certificates, 

Dt:08-05-2018, the following Two(2) candidates are only required to attend the 

verification of original certificates on 16-05-2018 at 10:00 AM in the premises of 

APPSC, instead of Four candidates as notified. 

  

181211382 181317044 

  

Hence, the remaining Two (2) candidates are not required to attend the verification 

of original certificates. Accordingly, the revised candidates list for verification of 

original certificates is changed and placed in the commission website to facilitate the 

candidates to attend the verification on 16.05.2018. 

 

 

 

 

Date: 09-05-2018             Sd/-   

Vijayawada.        SECRETARY. 

 


